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AutoCAD is a suite of drawing and drafting software
which provides powerful 2D and 3D modelling and

design capabilities for engineering and architectural
needs, in addition to providing the ability to create
complex geometric models. The user interface of
AutoCAD is user-friendly, as there are many tools
and shortcuts to help users achieve their tasks.

AutoCAD allows users to easily create drawings that
contain complex geometric objects with a complete

set of editing tools, and allows very detailed
drawing. AutoCAD has evolved over the years, now

boasting many of the industry standard features
found in other CAD applications. Core Features

AutoCAD has all the features that one would expect
from any CAD application, including: 2D and 3D

models that can be imported or created from
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scratch Graphic, text, and annotation capabilities
Rotational, copy/paste, and mirroring abilities Tools
and drawing shortcuts Functionality of several other
software applications Docking and multiple windows

Full engineering package: Mechanical, electrical,
thermal, and other engineering packages Document

management and archiving Input devices: tablet,
mouse, and trackball Project management File

management The following sections explain the
basic features of AutoCAD. Basic Concepts In
AutoCAD, the work area is referred to as the

drawing area, and any drawing is called a drawing.
The drawing area can be resized, and new drawings
can be opened. The main drawing area has a snap-
in feature, which creates two or more copies of the
drawing area on the screen and allows the user to
dock them to a single floating window (snap-in), or
create and resize a window that contains multiple

drawing areas (extend-snapping). Drafting -
AutoCAD supports both the traditional pencil-based
drafting methods, and the more modern digitizing

methods based on the use of a graphics tablet. Any
shapes created in AutoCAD can be directly traced
using either a pencil or graphics tablet, or both.
AutoCAD does not limit the use of the graphics

tablet to just the drawing area. The digitized shapes
can be used in the entire application. If a user wants
to use the traditional pencil and paper methods, he
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can also do so, or can use the graphics tablet to
create the shapes instead of the pencil or paper. 2D
and 3D Models - AutoCAD is a 2D CAD application.

AutoCAD Crack+ Product Key Download

Automation of repetitive tasks AutoCAD's Draw and
Analyze command-line tools are used to perform

repetitive tasks, and are also available in the
AutoCAD Design Center. These tools are based on
macros, which were introduced in AutoCAD 2000.

AutoCAD's ability to automate common design
tasks, including graphics and drawing preparation,

draft preparation, annotation, and drawing
dimensions, can save a great deal of time. AutoCAD

also supports toolbars and menus for repetitive
tasks such as contour drawing and dimensions. XML

for 3D drawing The latest release of AutoCAD
supports XML, a universal language for expressing

3D geometry, for 3D drawing files. The XML support
can be used in two ways. First, users can edit the

XML in the Model Browser or other XML-aware
applications, such as 3D Studio MAX, and design
products using AutoCAD and 3D Studio MAX. This

way of working was introduced in AutoCAD 2009. A
limitation of this method is that users cannot use
AutoCAD's default view, which makes it difficult to

access some aspects of the 3D model. Second,
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AutoCAD 2009 supports a plug-in for Microsoft
Visual Studio called X-Y-Z Visualizer. This plug-in is
similar to the 3D viewing tools for AutoCAD 2010
and later releases of the software. Until AutoCAD
2008, a 3D drawing file was divided into sections,
which represented the various 3D objects. Each
section had a set of properties that described its
geometric data, such as color, visibility, etc. In

AutoCAD 2009, three additional sections have been
added. The first is a section called the xyz property
set, which is a collection of named properties, and
the second is called the xyz property control, which
is the property sheet for an xyz property set. The

third is called the xyz property viewer, which is the
interactive viewer for an xyz property set. Z-axis

placement Starting in AutoCAD 2008, the user can
draw a horizontal or vertical line and place the line
anywhere in the Z-axis (depth or elevation), instead

of only along the X- or Y-axis. There are many
practical uses for this feature, such as placing doors
along a wall, or placing furniture near the ceiling or

the floor. Locking objects In previous releases of
AutoCAD, objects in the drawing were locked to

prevent accidental manipulation ca3bfb1094
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2. Apply the patch Step1: Download the patch file 1.
From the Autocad 2018.n-mmr9 zip file, extract the
file (called "patch.nmm") to your download folder. 2.
Open the patch file and edit the paths to match the
paths to the latest release's files: * "patch.nmm" ->
"C:\Program Files (x86)\Autodesk\Inventor
2018\Inventor.exe" 3. Apply the patch by executing
the patch.nmm file.

What's New In?

On-screen Animation: Designate animated layers in
the Autodesk® AutoCAD® software and watch them
move in the drawing space. (video: 1:48 min.) The
new high-performance performance of the software
enables you to edit and draw in two or three views
at once. Enhance your design abilities with
enhanced viewport layouts and multitouch support.
(video: 1:55 min.) Assistive Technology: Get the
most from assistive technology tools that support
your favorite applications, including screen readers
and whiteboard technology, such as SIPAPI and the
Xournal-AutoCAD plugin. (video: 1:26 min.) PDF
Improvements: Save time by easily convert your
PDF drawings into AutoCAD files with improved PDF
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import. Bring in your own or other PDF drawings to
edit directly in the drawing. (video: 2:06 min.)
Output Improvements: Easily send sheets as PDF
files or print directly to your printer. Add filters to
improve the printing of your drawings. (video: 1:58
min.) Drafting Improvements: Easily change the
direction of your drawing by rotating or mirroring
existing drawings. Select viewports to improve your
design process and manage more views. Edit project
notes directly in the drawing to track your design
decisions. (video: 1:40 min.) Powerful 2D Design
Tools: Easily connect any two drawings with rigid or
non-rigid lines. Create a virtual proxy with wireframe
and exploded views. Easily measure distances,
angles, and areas between two or more 2D
elements. Use polylines to draw a smooth curve
between two points. (video: 1:45 min.) Create
complex 3D models with 2D tools. Import and edit
3D shapes and surfaces. Use the Multivector and
Surface tools to edit non-manifold surfaces. (video:
1:48 min.) Real-Time Collaboration: Quickly send
files for review and commenting using SharePoint
and the cloud-based Collaborate. Review others’
drawings before responding, and see their changes
as they appear. (video: 1:47 min.) Applications:
Increase productivity by turning notes, drawings,
and your thoughts into drawings and models. Have
discussions with colleagues while working on a
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drawing using side-by-side drawings.
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System Requirements:

Minimum system requirements may be required to
play. Systems powered by AMD or Intel Core
processors are recommended. Please refer to
system specifications for recommended system
requirements. Mac OSX 10.10.5 or later Windows 10
(32/64-bit) or later 1 GHz or faster CPU 2 GB RAM (4
GB recommended) 1 GB free hard drive space
DirectX 11 compatible video card (1024 x 768 or
higher) © 2016 Konami Digital Entertainment Inc.
All rights reserved. Names, logos, and images of
Konami Digital
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